PROFESSOR TURNER WILL HEAD WORLD HEALTH EDUCATION

Is To Be Chairman of Health Section of International Organization

LEADS ALL IN HIS FIELD

Received Distinction For Work With School Children in Cleveland

Clair B. Turner '17, associate professor of nutrition and director of the Nutrition Laboratory and Public Health Service of the School of Hygiene and Public Health, has accepted the primary responsibility of leading the Health Section of the World Federal Council for the next five years.

The principal mission of the Health Section is the advancement of health education among nations. A preliminary program recently submitted to the League of Nations by the Federation was accepted with high commendation, and distributed to the nations of the world.

Professor Turner is one of the leading authorities in the field of public health and is a member of the Advisory Committee of the World Health Organization, to which he will provide at the Geneva Congress of May.

Thirty Nations Represented

The Advisory Committee is a body whose members represent the thirty nations of the world that are members of the League of Nations. When the Federation was founded in Edinburg, Scotland, in 1890, it was thought to have a specific purpose the comprisings and propagating of the schools of health in the various countries. As a result, more than 31 nations have been founded, and a similar committee has been formed in each country to act as a medium of communication between the various nations in a central body. The Federation of International Health, which includes the International Health Council and the Union of the European Institutes, has been the most active in its work by individual countries, and has been the central combat of health before the World Health Organization by groups of scientists among the nations.

Two years ago the Federation organized the first International Conference of Health Education at the University of Michigan. At that time, the various countries were asked to send two representatives to an International Committee of the organization. The Federation, however, has never been able to get a representative of the United States to this committee because of the fact that the United States is a member of the League of Nations.

To Notify Alumni

Supporters About Athletic Events

Recommend That Class Football Teams End Season at Field Day

All alumni who have bought season tickets for the Technology Football Endowment will receive notice of any specially scheduled games. The ticket holder is expected to arrive at the games on time until last year the Mollification Committee decided to have the games on the following schedule, this should be the last big game of the season, and the Institute authorities were selected to handle the games. The Institute is the only college in the country that has made a definite ruling on the theme that outside financial aid could be obtained. The Institute is the only college in the country that has made a definite ruling on the theme that outside financial aid could be obtained.

AERONAUTICAL CLUB TO HEAR SHEARMOORE

Will Explain Work of Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

"The work of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, will be explained by J. L. Shear Moore, advertising engineer at Langley Field, Virginia. President of the Institute Committee in charge of the Aeronautical Committee, will preside.

Although the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is an independent corporation, it is interested in the cooperation of the Government, and statutes on the subject of the chemical and engineering development of the United States Government, and was established under the aegis of the government.

Mr. Shear Moore will explain what the college is doing in this connection, and will discuss the chemical properties of refrigerant vapors. He will, with the cooperation of the Department of Chemistry, give a course on the subject of the national conference, and will be on the program.

This year's Field Day may provide solution to annual problem at MIT.

Unfavorable publicity always attended celebrations of former years.

Twenty-five years ago, in the struggle for supremacy between the medical and dental schools, some of the professors of the latter school went to the Massachusetts General Hospital and Maternal and Child Welfare Society, and the dental school incorporated with the Massachusetts General Hospital. The result was the death of the Massachusetts Dental School.

This year the Institute Committee on field days is proposing to have a field day rally on the same day as the Institute will hold its field day rally.

President asks men to obey field day rules

Due to the unfavorable results of the investigation with the field day, last year, it was decided that the students would have to cooperate with the residence authorities and to obey the rules of the field day, which were published last year.

FUEI COURT SEASON

RESIGNS POSITION

Robert T. Haslam head of the Department of Chemical Engineering... will resign as head of the Department of Chemical Engineering, effective July 1.

Professor Haslam's resignation brings to an end the tenure of the director of the Department of Chemical Engineering, which has been occupied by Professor Haslam since the time of his appointment by President S. W. Stratton, in 1922.

This leaves the position open to another member of the faculty, and it is expected that the person selected will be able to assume the duties of the position at the beginning of the fall semester, when the Institute authorities will have decided upon the name of the person to be selected.

To begin the day as a definite basis, the Committee decided to have the rectangle song sung under the leadership of the Field Day band directly after the organizing meeting.

At 7:30 o'clock the President of M.I.T. will deliver the address of welcome.

To notify alumni supporters about athletic events, it is recommended by the Council that the class football teams have an opportunity to meet the students of the other class teams. It is recommended that the Institute authorities be allowed to enter the field at the same time as the other class teams.

The Institute authorities are also recommended to have the Institute authorities enter the field at the same time as the other class teams. It is recommended that the Institute authorities be allowed to enter the field at the same time as the other class teams.

In order to avoid any difficulty, the students are requested to enter the field at the same time as the other class teams.
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